
New Mexico Department of Workforce Solutions

REDESIGNING AN 
UNEMPLOYMENT WEBSITE



Project Specs

Time: 5 weeks

Team: 3 UX/UI Developers

My Responsibilities: 
Project Manager
UI Designer



THE PROBLEM

New Mexicans facing unemployment are having difficulties when trying 
to file for unemployment insurance and navigating the New Mexico 
Department of Workforce Solutions website



THE SOLUTION

Identify main pain points users are facing when filing for unemployment 
insurance and find a way to improve the process



USER JOURNEY
Meet Jose

A 26 year old server, who has recently been laid 
off due to workforce reduction during the Covid 
outbreak

Needs to file for unemployment insurance, so he 
can continue to pay off his student loan debt and 
other utility bills while actively looking for a new 
job. 

Jose doesn’t know where and how to begin, 
because the amount of information on the New 
Mexico Department of Workforce Solution 
website is too overwhelming and confusing, which 
makes me feel stressed out and frustrated.



Pain Points

● The amount of information in the website is overwhelming and 
confusing, which makes users feel frustrated

● Users don’t know where to start
● Users don’t know which documents they need to file a claim
● Design through the website is not consistent, all tabs and links open 

to different places on the website



Mind Map
We put a mind map together to identify solutions 
based off of the pain points we found when 
navigating through the website. Some things we 
learned are the following: 

● Needs simplicity and needs to be straight to 
the point

● Needs an onboarding tutorial, resources and 
live chat support

● Needs native search function for more 
relevant results

● Needs dashboard to show user status: 
Client Status, Next check, and hard stop 
alerts

● Needs to focus on unemployment: It needs 
more features and highlights about 
unemployment, and what users can do if 
unemployed.



Information Architecture Analysis
● NMDoWS pages use grouping and complementing colors to highlight 

the information they believe users want to see. The methods are 
effective to draw attention, but the highlighted information is irrelevant .

● NMDoWS website contains navigation UI, but clicking on the buttons 
would bury users in layers of text links suitable for bots but confusing for 
users. We will simplify the redirect and connect users to relevant 
resources.

● Many of the NMDoWS primary navigation bar categories are redundant 
and irrelevant. Moreover, the Workers category is not a drop-down, 
making it inconsistent. Most of these categories can be combined or 
placed elsewhere. For example, the Privacy and Terms category can be 
grouped and placed in the footer instead.

● Users coming to the NMDoWS site wanting to file a claim are redirected 
to another website. We will work to build a seamless transition and tools 
for new users to file a new claim or check claim status within the 
NMDoWS domain.

● The primary goal of NMDoWS is to help create awareness of current job 
markets with less emphasis on unemployment insurance benefits. We 
will work to build UI resources that are easy to access.

● There is a lack of consistency throughout the NMDoWS site. Clicking on 
links would redirect users to new sites instead of keeping users within 
the website domain, eroding user experience. We will work to create a 
consistent design throughout and help users navigate the site with 
FAQs or vector images that are easy to understand.

https://www.figma.com/file/9IsXCjgVlP1WCb3WkEXcro/M11---Group-4-Design-Challenge?node-id=1063%3A393


SITEMAP REDESIGN

The team decided that the sitemap should be 
simpler, so users could navigate through the 
website without getting confused 



SITEMAP REDESIGN
A dedicated unemployment category within the navigation 
bar site to help users check eligibility, file new claims, or 
check status.

Removed redundancy from the navigation bar. Each page is 
linked under a separate category so that it is easier to find 
by users.

Navigation UI is now eye-catching, easy to read, and 
consistent design throughout the site.

FAQs or help sections serve as a fuzzy search if users are 
ever lost or have questions.

Additional resources or private information are readily 
available on the footer. 



STYLE GUIDE

Blue conveys Reliability
Yellow conveys Optimism and Energy
Red conveys Urgency



STYLE GUIDE

For our Typefaces we went with Raleway 
Heavy as our Primary and Roboto Condensed 
as our Secondary

Raleway Heavy is an impactful font with some 
quirky bits which is contrasted by the 
standard, run of the mill Roboto font

We designed our voice and tone to be Serious, 
Casual, Respectful and Enthusiastic. These 
choices are reflected on the labeling of 
headers and buttons.



STYLE GUIDE



PATTERN 
LIBRARY



MidFi WELCOME 
SCREEN



MidFi STARTING A 
CLAIM



MidFi WELCOME 
SCREEN



MID-FI WIREFRAMES



MID-FI WIREFRAMES



MOBILE WIREFRAMES

The next thing we did was create 
mobile wireframes. We made sure to 
resize and align every component on 
the screen. 
While designing these wireframes 
we came up with a lot of ideas, but 
we couldn't decide which designs to 
go with, so the next thing we did 
was…



A/B TESTING - DESKTOP

For our Desktop Prototype we wanted to test the side 
scrolling component.

We wanted it to stand out more because it is the main 
component of this screen.

This is how we changed it. We extended the component to 
ends of the screen, 

and added a tiny indicator to show users where they are…



A/B TESTING - MOBILE

For our Mobile Prototype we wanted to test 
navigation

Notice the tabs on top of the screen? 

Our original design contains an 
unconventional tab formatting to our mobile 
wireframes. Users will have to swipe left or 
right to view content of the same page. 
Although this design decision makes our 
wireframes look cleaner with less 
components on the screen, it could also 
confuse our users.



A/B TESTING - MOBILE

This is the redesigned navigation for our mobile 
prototype.
It’s the conventional vertical scrolling design.
We elongated the screen and repositioned and aligned 
components on the screen.
The tab at the top of the screen is no longer needed.



When conducting A/B testing we asked 13 
participants for their preference.

For the Desktop Version, users preferred the 
control design more. While our variant design 
did stand out like originally planned, it wasn’t 
in a good way. Users said that the 
component stuck out like a sore thumb. They 
liked the indicator element and suggested we 
add that to the control version, however our 
hypothesis failed.

For the Mobile Version, Users preferred the 
variant design. Users found it easy and 
intuitive to navigate through the variant 
version of our mobile prototype.  Our 
hypothesis was correct. 



FINAL 
WIREFRAMES

Desktop

We used advice from our A/B 
testing accordingly. 
We added images with smiling 
people, hopefully the users will 
match that emotion!



FINAL 
WIREFRAMES

Desktop



FINAL 
WIREFRAMES

Mobile

Mobile Wireframes! More 
Smiling people! And we went 
with our winning design in the 
A/B testing!



TESTING PLAN and NEXT STEPS
● The user testing technique we would like to use for our prototypes are:

❏First-Click Test

❏Five-Second Test



CREDITS: This presentation template was created 
by Slidesgo, including icons by Flaticon, and 

infographics & images by Freepik

THANK YOU
Do you have any questions?

We hope that our redesigns can help people like Jose get back 
on their feet. 

http://bit.ly/2Tynxth
http://bit.ly/2TyoMsr
http://bit.ly/2TtBDfr

